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Customize your apron with a choice of more than 100 colors and prints in a variety of durable fabrics. Exterior Fabric: 
Any color/fabric selection is included free of charge. Interior Fabric: Polyester Solid colors are included free of charge; 
Fun in Fashion patterns may incur an upcharge. Nylon, Vinyl, Diamond Pattern, Feathered Diamond, and Dartex are not 
available for interior fabric. Visit AliMed.com/perfect-fit for more customization options.

Polyester Solids

Perfect Fit™ Aprons:
Color Swatch GuideAliMed®

Helping people…help people™

Standard Vest  
and Kilt Apron  
shown in #006

#043

Diamond Patterns
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#511#508 #512#510

#507#505#504 #506

Nylon Solids

Vinyl Solids
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Feathered Diamond Patterns

#904#903 #905#902#900

Dartex
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Premium fabric is wipeable and fluid-resistant with antifungal properties.
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Animal Prints

#4547 #4774 #4869

Floral

Food

#41509 #41573

#4928 #41002

#1258#1256 #4918 #41001

Coat Apron  
shown in #1256

Camo

#4526 #4527 #4533#4528 #4788 #4850 #4854

Adjustable Quick Drop Apron 
shown in #4850

Baby It’s Cold Outside

#4529 #4996 #4997

Hearts a Lot

#4933#41701 #4715

Adjustable Quick Drop Apron  
shown in #41706

Coat Apron  
shown in #1257

Fun in Fashion Patterns

Flex Weight Reliever Apron 
shown in #4774
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Just Dots

#4743 #4911

Petcetera

#4524 #4606 #4950 #4954 #4955#4949

Kid’s Prints

#4670 #4669

Ocean Life

#4679 #4940

Plaids

#4882 #4883#4609 #4611 #4890 #41009

Ports of Call

#4707 #41014

Psychedelic

#4514 #4550 #4675#4579 #4613 #41706 #4843

Quilt Blocks

#41018#41016

Science and Technology

#1252#1257 #41020

Skulls

#1250 #41804 #4805 #1251

Fun in Fashion Patterns (cont.)

Sports/Games

#4846#4845 #4657

Stars and Stripes Textures

#4522 #4702 #4981#4767 

Tropical

#4638 

#6778REV1022

Free SMARTID® 
Scan it. Track it.
Replenish it.

Visit AliMed.com/smartid 
for details.
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